
Domaine Arnaud Germain
Volnay 2017

The Story SOIL: Clay and limestone, 
Location: Cotes de Beaune / Volnay AOC
Average yield over 5 years: 45 Hl / Ha 
Cases: 60 cases available

Winemaking 100% manual harvesting, with a strict selection of the grapes in the
vineyards and at the winery, steeping whole berries scuffed by
gravity. Enzymage, yeast addition, maceration cold a week, daily
punching down, final hot maceration.
Fermentation about 3 weeks.
Ageing: 100% is aged for 11 to 15 months in French oak barrels,
40% are new

Tasting Notes Always appreciated for its finesse, its sap and its bouquet, Volnay is
often presented as the most feminine Burgundy red wine. Some
terroirs leave on the Côte de Beaune like a trace of lipstick, the
imprint of a kiss ... Bright ruby, garnet clear, its aromas sing purple,
currant, cherry and with some age spices , game and cooked prune.
Its concentration and its complexity are expressed in a delicate and
nuanced way. To the frankness of taste, is added a precocity that
allows it to open soon enough. Fresh on the attack, warm in the
finish, it is believed to bite into the fruit and breathe its flesh. Its
velvety femininity goes hand in hand with a great aromatic
intensity, which predisposes it to sophisticated dishes based on
patiently roasted or lacquered poultry. They will be submerged by
its fruity and spicy aromas.

Food Pairing For the more adventurous, we also think of a beautiful couscous or 
a tajine with meat or poultry, and of course Turkey. Its intensity 
allows it to marry cheeses with strong flavors. Operating 
temperature: 58 to 62 ° F
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